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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
THE AFRICAN LABOURER

By MAJOR G. ST. J. ORDE BROWNE, O.B.E. (Mil.)
ijs. 6d. net

From the Foreword by LORD LUGARD :—
' If the treatment of the workers by the privileged classes may be taken as a true
criterion of the ethical standard attained by a community, the treatment of African
labour affords examples reaching from the era of slavery—when the labourer himself
was a saleable commodity—to the spectacle of a standing International " Committee
of Experts " engaged in drafting Conventions to govern the treatment of wage-labour
by European employers.
It is with problems of this kind—of housing, diet, wages, the mutual obligations of
employer and employed, the duration of contracts, the method of recruiting, habita-
tion and repatriation, and the precautions needed to avoid the disintegration of native
social life—that Major Orde Browne deals in the present book.'

CARAVANS OF THE OLD SAHARA
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ By E. W. BOVILL

zis. net
From the Preface :—•
' In the commercial intercourse which so long existed between the maritime peoples
of Southern Europe and the Muhammadan states of the North African littoral the
ancient trade of Barbary with the negroid peoples of the Western Sudan was an
important, but remains a little recognized, factor.
Not only did the rich trans-Saharan caravan traffic weave ties of blood and culture
between the Sudan and the Mediterranean, but it inspired the achievements by which
after centuries of disappointment the mysteries of the remote interior were revealed
to Western eyes.
The purpose of this volume is to outline briefly the growth of these associations and
to demonstrate the part which the Western Sudanese have played in the history of
civilization.'

PRACTICAL PHONETICS FOR STUDENTS
OF AFRICAN LANGUAGES

By DffiDRICH WESTERMANN AND IDA C. WARD
8J\ 6d. net

From the Foreword by Professor DANIEL JONES :—
' [This book] is, I think, as perfect as a book of its kind can be. It is the result of
a particularly happy collaboration between the leading exponent of practical African
linguistics and one of our most eminent phoneticians ; so readers may feel assured
that the work is both technically sound and written with full knowledge of the
practical educational problems which call for solution.... [It] will instruct the learner
how to listen to the native and how to imitate his sounds with success . He will then
find that the task of learning to make the "difficult" African sounds becomes relatively
easy, and that he need no longer content himself with rough approximations to the
native pronunciation.'
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